GFACN35 CWAO
REGION
YUKON - NWT/TNO
CLOUDS AND WEATHER
NUAGES ET TEMPS
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VALID AT
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COMMENTS
LCA 25M FU NR FSTFR.
A: 30-50 BKN 140 06SM, FQ ACC
220 5-06SM -SHRA BR. MNLY NR
TROWAL ISOL CB 200 05SM TSRA
BR 055KT. PTCY CIGS B-15
B: 60 BKN CU/TCU 150 06SM OCNL
TCU 200 06SM -SHRA ISOL CB
320 45SM TSRA 055KT
C: 60 BKN CU 120 06SM OCNL TCU
200 06SM -SHRA ISOL CB 300
5SM TSRA 055KT LCA CIGS 15
AGL
D: 15 OVC 30 05SM, PTCY 1-3SM
BR. XTSV CIGS 3-10 AGL.
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